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THE INTENSIVE AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS PROGRAM IN INDIA: 





As policy makers in the international developmen~ agencies have 
focused more attention to the agricultural sector, the need for improved 
program design has become more acute. This is particularly the case for 
programs and projects with the multiple objectives of growth, improved 
income distribution and increased employment. Economic theory has un­
fortunately had very little to offer to the designers of these programs, 
Neither the simplistic models of economic growth nor the dual economy 
models have offered any real insight into the technology discovery and 
diffusion process. Consequently it is especially important that an eval­
uation of past programs directed towards these objectives be made. In 
this paper we offer an evaluation of an important program which was 
designed to produce rapid productivity growth irt India. 
The Intensive Agricultural Districts Programme (IADP) was based on 
two main premises: First, it supposed that significant "economic slack" 
existed. That is, it supposed that economically relevant technology was 
available, but that farmers had not adopted it for reasons of ignorance 
or for lack of complementary inputs. Second, it was supposed that an 
intensive effort which "packaged" several programs would have a higher 
payoff than. more diffused program activities. That is, scale economies 
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to the program effort were presumed. 
Prior evaluations by D. Brown (Brown, 1972] and by the Government 
of India (G.O.I., 1963, 1966, 1967] while favorably disposed toward the 
program, nonetheless provided evidence which indicated that the program 
actually produced little or no increased agricultural output. These 
evaluations unfortunately were flawed, not only by a lack of objectivity 
but by an inappropriate interpretation of the evidence. Our evaluation, 
while based in part on more recent data, is also based on a more appro­
priate methodology. In contrast to the previous evaluations, we conclude 
that the program induced a very significant increase in the use of "modern" 
factors of production and hence of agricultural production. It did not, 
however, result in a major gain in "real" total factor productivity. The 
real economic growth produced was quite modest. However, the social 
returns to investment in the program were probably similar to those re­
alized in other development projects. 
I. Background and Objective of IADP 
The Intensive Agriculture.District Progrrumne grew out of the Indian 
Government's concern for stagnating food production in the late 195Os 
and its desire to launch a 'new strategy' for agricultural development. 
An examination of the stated objectives of the Second and Third Five 
Year Plans shows how agriculture had been particularly neglected in the 
late fifties and then again somewhat rehabilitated at the end of that 
decade (although buffer stocks and credit subsidies account for a major 
part of the increase). Table 1 summarizes public sector development 
expenditure by plan period in India. A detailed breakdown of spending 
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. on agricultural programmes is provided. The First Plan was essentially 
a compilation of projects in hand but agriculture was stated to have 
the highest priority [Government of India, 1951, p. 44]. Whether this 
was actually the case is another matter but what is significant is that 
the principal objectives of the Second Plan did not even include a mention 
of agriculture [G.O.I., 1956, p. 24]. Table 1 clearly shows the larger 
accent. on industrialization in the Second Plan Period. 
The increase in both production of foodgrains and in their yields 
per hectare had been quite' steady until the mid-fifties but was stagnat­
ing by 1957-58. The Third Five Year Plan Document- appeared to note this 
f'act when it stated once again that the first priority belonged to agri­
culture [G.O.I. 1 1961 1 p. 49]. Although the outlays for agriculture do 
not bear out this concern there~ some shift in priorities from the 
Second Plan. The Government of India had already invited an Agricultural 
Production Team (sponsored by the Ford Foundation) in 1958-59 to study the 
country's food problem and to make recommendations for coordinated efforts 
to increase production on an emergency basis. The team issued a report 
entitled India's Food Crisis and Steps to Meet It [G.O.I., 1959a] which 
the government accepted and asked a second team of agricultural experts 
to recommend specific measures. The first team had already provided a 
rationale for·an IADP type programme but the second team expanded this 
into a specific 10-point programne 
1[G.O.I., 1959b]. Underlying the 
recommended programme were the following objectives: 
1. To demonstrate in pilot districts the most effective ways of 
expanding food production by cooperative effort between the center, the 
state, the district, the block, the village and the individual cultivators. 
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'.!'ABLE. l 
Expenditure During Plan Periods: Major Development Programs in India 
First 5-yr. Second 5-yr. Third 5-yr. 
Plan Plan Plan 1966-69 
1951-56 1956-61 1961-66 
Total Plan Expenditure 
Annual Rs. Crores1 392 920 1715 2252 
(current) 
Annual Rs. Crores (1961) 522 920 1260 1373 
Share of Plan Expenditure 
· (Percent) 
1. Industry &Minerals 5 24 23 25 
2. Transport & Communica-
tions 26 28 25 18 
3. Power 8 10 14 18 
4. Soc. Services & Misc. 24 18 18 15 
5. Major Irrigation & 
Flood Control 22 9 8 6 
6. Community Development 
and Cooperation 4 5 4 3 
7. Agricultural Programs 11 6 8 15 
Percentage Shares of Agricultural Program Expenditures (category #7) 
A. Agr. Research 1.5 1.8 1.1 1.0 
B. Agr. Production Pro-
grams (incl. IADP) 40.0 33.3 26.8 24.l 
C. Minor Irrigation 44.0 34.3 37.3 31.3 
D. Area Development & 
Soil Conservation 6.4 10.9 10.1 
E. Forestry &Fisheries 6.9 10.3 9.5 8.1 
F. Animal Husb. & Dairy 7.5 12.1 10.6 6.0 
G. Mkting Credit & 




















Source: Indian Agriculture in Brief, 1971. 
one Crore = 10 million. 1 
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2. To increase the income of' the cultivator·and his f~ly. 
3. To increase the economic resources and the potential of the 
villages. 
4. To provide an adequate agricultural base for'more rapid economic 
development and social betterment. 
This approach was a departure from the earlier community development 
approach to rural areas in the fifties. Where the comm.unity development 
approach had regarded agricultural production as merely one sector of 
rural life, which had to be'dealt with only in the context of other rural 
institutions, customs and activities, this program was attacking the 
production problem in an essentially technocratic manner. A further 
point to be noted is that the C.D. program was a country-wide one while 
IADP was very selective, focussing on one district in each state. Ac­
cording t'o the Third Plan the IADP was to contribute both to rapid in­
crease in agricultural production in the selected areas and to serve as 
a 'pace-setting, path finding' experimentai program developing new ideas 
in agricultural development [G.O.J., 1961 8 p, 316]. It is important to 
note here that the perception of the loo~ing food shortage led the govern­
ment to focus almost exclusively on increasing food output. 
Seven districts were selected in 1960-62, a further eight in 1962-
64 and the sixteenth in 1967-68 [see Appendix 1 for a listing]. The 
districts were selected under the following criteria: 
1. The district should have assured water supply. 
2. It should have.a minimum of natural hazards. 
·---~--
3. It should have well develope~ village institutions like cooper-
atives and panchcyats. 
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4. It should have maximum potentialities for increasing agricul­
tural production within a comparatively short time. 
This selection of districts was clearly not random. The supposition im­
plicit in most discussions of the program is that the districts selected 
were "most likely to succeed." In fact, our evaluation shows them to 
have been "least likely to succeed" in the context of what this program 
could be expected to achieve. 
The program was, in general, a massive effort. It was also rela­
tively expensive. The actual expenditures by the Ford Foundation and 
the Government of India have not explicitly been made public. We can 
however come up with a reasonable estimate. D. Brown reports a figure 
of 30 million dollars for the first five years of the program !Brown, 
1971, p. 14]. This is consistent with the state budget data for this 
period, which indicate a 1-1/2 to 2 million rupee annual expenditure in 
each of the 15 districts. (These data do not include administrative and 
training expenditures.) The state budget data reflect an increase in the 
spending in the second five years of roughly 50 percent. To date, then, 
this program has been approximately a 100 million dollar experiment. It 
cost roughly one half as much as the research activities in India devoted 
to improved crop production for the entire country during the 1960's. 
[Mohan, Jha and Evenson, 1973, Table 1.] 
II. Prior Assessments 
One of the ten points in the IADP was the provision of continuing 
assessment and evaluation of the program. There exists therefore a large 
number of studies concerning the program at all levels: district, state 
and national and by the Ford Foundation. At the ttistrict level, in 
addition to the annual progress reports, most of these studies concern 
aparticular localized problems and crops. The Ford Foundation had con­
tinuing stream of studies reviewing and evaluating the program until it 
formally disengaged from it in 1971. There have been four main Govern­
ment of India assessments [G.O.I., 1963, 67, 70a] and one independent 
assessment by Dorris D. Brown [Brown, 1971]. 
The Government of India's assessments review the performance of 
each district in administrative and physical terms e.g. number of farm 
plans adopted, amount of credit disbursed, number of credit societies, 
fertilizer used and area, production and yield of principle crops. They 
also recommend administrative and other reforms to improve implementation 
of the program at each stage. They do not, however, provide economic 
evaluations in a ·cost-benefit or comparative sense. 
Dorris Brown's study covered the period of the first five years of 
the program. He utilized two measures of change in his evaluation: 
l. Compound rates of growth of production, area and yield levels 
of all crops from 1956-57 to 1965-66 in each district in the country. 
2. 'Indices of change' comprising the quotient of the average 
value of these variables during the IADP period (1961-66) divided by that 
in the previous five years. 
He used these measures as a basis of comparison between the IADP dis­
tricts and others in the same state, asserting that: 
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"If !ADP has had a major impact on food grain 
crop output and productivity, then ten-year 
growth rates and the indices of change calculated 
for !ADP districts should be significantly higher 
than zero and significantly different and above 
the same items calculated for bordering districts 
and other districts in the same states." [Brown, 1971, P• 29] 
Part of the rationale for this hypothesis is.that comparison of the 
IADP districts with bordering districts automatically controls for 
effects of weather and other uncontrolled variahles--•assumed to 
be similar in these districts. 
His result~ showed that only 3 of the 15 IADP districts reported 
significantly higher rates of change in output and yield for food grains 
during the IADP period when compared with the previous five years. Only 
2 !ADP districts reported significantly higher changes in outputs of 
food grains than did bordering districts, but cultivators in IADP dis­
tricts did somewhat better with increased output of cash crops. These 
data led Brown to conclude that the !ADP program did not have an impact 
on growth in output or on growth in yields per-hectare. Nonetheless he 
offered a strong defense of the program in terms of improvements in input 
markets and of increased use of modern inputs. He also claimed a some­
what more rapid adoption by IADP farmers of the new "green revolution" 
technology but had little data to offer. 
Surely these data should give the contemporary advocates of rural 
development projects pause. Most observers would agree that in most of 
the districts a serious effort to improve production was made. The IADP 
districts had, for example, about twice the number of extension personnel 
as in other districts. They were probably more skilled as well. A high 
degree of cooperation and support by farm leaders was achieved. Input 
and credit suppliers, whether public or private, generally worked to 
achieve success in the program. If such a program failed to produce 
real productivity gains in the Indian setting, it is difficult to 
imagine that programs modeled after it could be successful in other 
countries, 
But these prior evaluations, including the third GOl report, were 
faulty on several grounds. The measures of productivity gain utilized 
were not appropriate, and the implicit "model" utilized to "test" the 
IADP effect was not properly developed. Before developing our specifica­
tion for evaluating productivity gains we··present a partial: updating of 
previous measures used. Table 2 reports yield levels and their growth 
rates for 6 IADP districts. These are compared with the figures 
for the states they are located in. Brown's evaluation covered the period 
from 1956-57 to 1965-66. We report growth rates for that period and also 
for 1961 to 1971 which is the period of operat;ion of the program. The 
variations due to weather effects are of sufficient significance to call 
2 
for basing the growth rate calculations on 10 year periods. The yield 
levels reported in columns 5-9 are two year averages. The main points 
to note from this table are: 
i) Only one district of the six did significantly worse than its 
state during the IADP period in terms of growth in yields. 
ii) Only three can be said to have done significantly better. 
iii) Rather different results are obtained for the two periods 
considered. 
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iv) There is considerable variation between regions. 
To obtain an understanding of these changes and the underlying forces 
at work we require a more systematic approach. 
III. Toward an Improved SQecification 
The most widely used indicator of agricultural productivity for 
compa1:1isons over time and across regions has been crop output per unit 
land. It is, of course, a~ incomplete or partial measure, although it 
has served a useful purpose in many analyses. It is far superior to 
other partial productivity measures, such as output per unit labor. The 
more meaningful measure in this context is the Total Factor Productivity 
(TFP) index, which is specifically designed to measure output changes E!1 
of the contribution of all conventionally measured inputs. That is, it 
is a measure of the contribution to production of activities such as 
technology discovery and diffusion activities and efficiency inducing 
activities, not normally measured in terms of inputs. 
Simple yield measures then ar-e subject to limitations because they 
fail to take into account changes in the utilization of inputs other than 
land (fertilizer, water, mechanical inputs). Even if these biases were 
not too serious, the £ailure to control for the contribution of technology 
discovery and diffusion activity (other than IADP activities) is. 
We develop the TFP index as follows: 
Consider the production function 
y = F(XlQlTl' X2Q2T2,•••~nQnTn) ••• (1) 
/ TABLE 2 
Yield Levrels and Growth in Selected !ADP Districts 
Comparison of Yield Levels Com:eound Growth· Rates (of Yield) 
District State 1956-66(a) 1961-7l(b) 
59-61 69-7]. 59-61 69-71 District State District State 
Q/ha. Q/ha. Q/ha. Q/ha. 
l. Thanjavur 
(Tamilnadu) 
15.0 16.0 14.3 18.3 I 2.ll .0.65 O.J.J. l.97Rice 
2. W. Godavari 
(Andhra Pradesh) 
Rice 12.8 16.2 12. 5 14.0 I 2.45 1.43 2.12 1.09 I ..... ..... 
. 3. Raipur I I 
(Madhya Pradesh) 
Rice 8.7 ll.2 8.1 7.9 I -3.31 -3.16 3.80 0.89 
4. Sambalpur 
(Orissa) 
6.87 1.07 0.96Rice 9.4 9.6 9.3 9.6 I 5.25 
Rs/ha. . Rs/ha. Rs/ha. Rs/ha. 
5. Aligarh 
(Uhar Pradesh) 
6.93 4.66All foodgrains 276 570 288 397 I 4.29 1.58 
6. Ludhiana 7.48(Punjab) 474 1023 384 690 I 6.11 2.01 7.93 
All crops 
Notes: (a) D. Brown's evaluation. period. (b) IADP period. 
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where Fis homogeneous of degree 1 f t t, l is a measure o ou pu 
X1 , X2 , ••• Xn are conventionally measured inputs: land, labor, 
fertilizer, etc. 
Q1 , Q2 , ••• Qn are indexes of measurable quality 
T1 , T2 , ••• Tn are indexes of factor augmenting technical change. 
The implication is that while (Qi) can, in principle, be measured 
.. . 
(Ti) cannot. (This distinction is somewhat arbitrary, but useful in 
view of the considerable literature on the "explanation" of measurement 
usually often fails to capture changes in the productive productivity 
change.) Under the assumption that Fis homogeneous of degree 1 and that 
producers maximize profits, we differentiate (1) with respect to time to 
obtain: 
n x. Q. f.y dY/dt l. l. J. 
y = y = E s. ( -+-+-) ••• ( 2)l. X. Q. T.i=l l. J. l. 
where the S. are input shares in total cost. 
l. 
Percentage change in output is the!le.for~ a weighted average of 
percentage changes in measured inputs, measured input qualities, and 
factor-augmenting technical change. The TFP index ,P/P ,is defined as: 
.. • • 
p 
. 
y n x. n Q. T • 
p = y - E s. x."" 
J. 
- E s. ( .2:. + J. ) ••• C3)J. Q. ¥":-i=l l. i=l 1 J. l. 
M.K. Richter [Richter, 1972] has s_hown that this "Divisia" index of productivity 
change is the app~opriate general measure. The app£opriate productivity index 
is a chain linked index of weighted growth rates of inputs (and outputs) 
with the weights changed often. 
W@ @an fl~ §@e th@ ha§!§ f§fl utili1!n1 thiffl fl@lati@ne1hip te id@ntify 
th@ @§fit~ihuti§fi §fa pP@psm §Yeh a§ IADP. Th@ dieltifi@tioo b@tw@@fi Qi 
and Ti• in (ij) !§ bae1@d @fl ffl§a§~abil!ty and i§ th@ i§§Y@ in th@ ~th 
11 @Xpllfflelti,m11 lit@I'AtUI'@ [OI'ili~h@§ Attd Jo'fg@fl8@H, lJ)~6, ,rnd D@Hi§@fi, u~iJ. 
?or oui' pui'p@§@§ w@ will simply H@t@ theit fei@t@I' quellity mpr@Vfflll@Ht, 
fei~t@t' elU~@nting t@~htttMl @heiHg@ AM @@@HOffli@ @I''f@l' t=@du~ti@fi ell'@ th@ 
~@n§eqU@fi~@ of th@ systffieiti@ @ffort of r@s@eir~h@rs, gt@ttsiott eig@ttts and 
feietot §Uppli@f§ to disf@V@f eind diffus@ t@~hnolo1y, AH imp@l'teint point mu§t 
b@ mad@ h@fl@ with P@§p@@t te th@@oonem!§ @ffl§fl t@m, Th@ 11pmial" 
@ff@et of th@ ifitPedu@tioo et ifflf)fflV@d t@@h~le~ will N§Ylt in aft 
,, 
!n@Na§e !n the @@@nemie @FP©r§, heldifi; @OO§taflt @xten§l§fi aetiv1ty 
and ppoduoo~ l@SFfllfii a@tiv1ty. Th@ pmial @ff@et §t aft in@P@a§@ in 
@X't@fl§ioo @ff@t, afld er impPOv@d fflaP¥s@t!n1 et inJ?Yt§ will b@ te N4Y@@ 
th@§@ @PP§fl§, but at a· difflifii§h!fij fiat@, Th@ IA»P j}P§~efij Wa§ ba§@li §fi 
th@ §YJ?J?@§itioo that @§§fl§ffl!e @W@§, b§th by J?P§lilffl@fl§ (a§ fl@fl@@t@ei in 
th@ @PP§Il t@ffl in (ij)) aflei by iflJ?Yt §YJ?p.U@fl§ W@fl@ laP;@, 'rh@El@ eflfflfi§ 
f§ffl a ~!mt §f 11@@gfi@ffll§ §J:a~11 that @§§@fit!ally J?P§V!4@4 th@ §OOJ?@ f§fl 
th@ @ff@et!Vefl@§§ et pffl~eHI§ ElY@h ael IMP whi@h 4§ net 4!fl@@tly pWEIY@ 
t@tmnelem, d!§@@V@fiY, 
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The rate of measured total factor productivity growth in a district 
then would be determined by: 
l. The application by producers of~ economically relevant 
technology which originates from three sources. 
a. Discovery activity directed toward producing technology 
suited to use under the soil, climate and economic con­
ditions of the district. 
b. Discovery acti~ity directed toward technology development 
suited to economic, soil and climate conditions significantly 
different from those of the district, but _which is, nonethe­
less, superior to existing technology. 
c. Discovery activity by producers themselves who modify and "adapt" 
new tec~nology to farm-specific conditions. 
2. The reduction of economic "slack" or economic and technique 
choice errors. These improvements can result from: 
a. Improvements in technique choice by farmers, that is, 
the adoption of existing technology-which is superior 
to that in use. 
b. Improvements in allocative efficiency by farmers that 
is utilizing resources in a more cost-minimizing fashion. 
(Broadly interpreted, allocative efficiency would 
encompass technique choice.) 
c. Improvements in factor supply efficiency, including credit. 
Now we turn to the development of an econometric specification with 
which to identify the effect of IADP programs. Basically the test of 
the contribution of IADP programs, which are chiefly designed to re­
duce economic slack , has to be made in terms of associating increased . . 
·-15-
·total factor productivity with IADP activities, holding constant the 
contributions of technology discovery activity and geo-climate factors, 
and controlling for the initial level of economic slack. The prior 
evaluations of Brown and GOI did not attempt to take into account the 
fact that the level of economic slack existing at the beginning of the 
program in 1961 was in all probability lower in the IADP districts than 
in the·non-IADP districts. This was the result of the selection pro­
cess used. As a consequence of this selection, the IADP districts had 
the least scope for realizing the gains that IADP programs were de­
signed to achieve. Without an IADP program these districts would have 
been expected to do less well in terms of productivity growth than non­
IADP districts in the 1960's. 
Our econometric specification is of the followi_ng fom: 
+ e: • • • • (l) 
Here 
TFPit is a district total factor productivity index ('1960-61=100) 
DIADP. is a dummy variable for IADP districts (equaled l for IADP, 
J. 
0 for non-IADP districts). 
DREG. is a set of 13 dwnmy variables for agro-climate regions. 
J.. 
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DDRit is a dummy variable for drought years which assumes a value 
of 1 when output is 10% below trend. 
SRit is a measure of technology discovery activity directed 
toward the district. It is the cumulated expenditures on 
research in the state in which the district is located from 
1948 tot deflated by the 1960 value of all inputs devoted 
to agricultural production in the state. A lag was intro­
duced into the variable by the following cumulation process: 
where Rt is the research expenditure in time tin the state 
and Dis the deflater used. 3 
RRit is a measure of research outside the state, but within the 
same geo.:.climate region. [Constructed in the same way as 
SRit"] 
(SRxRR)it is an interaction tern, the multiple _of state·based research 
and gee-climate regional research. We include this to take 
account of the interaction between SRit and RRit since one 





is the rate of change in total factor productivity in the 
district from 1956 to 1961. It is a proxy measure of economic 
slack· existing in 1961--the start of the program. 
The parameters of this specification were estimated with data for 140 districts 
(i) for the years 1960-71 (t). The 140 districts are located in 7 
states and include 7 !ADP districts. Figure 1, shows the location of 
the 7 !ADP districts, and the delineation of 14 agro-climate regions 
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into which the 140 districts are grouped. A further aggregation of the 
14 agro-climate regions into 5 geo-climate regions is also shown in the 
notes to the figure. 
Modifications of this basic specification and a further definition 
of the variables are discussed in the following section. Before turning 
to the results of our investigation we discuss two issues: the measure­
ment of total factor productivity and the use of regions. 
The calculation of total factor productivity measures for Indian 
Districts necessarily involves some interpolation of data series and 
some degree of judgment in resolving inconsistencies between alternative 
data series. The input data covers land, fertilizer, pump irrigation, 
tractors, implements, bullock labor and human labor. We provide detailed 
notes on our calculations and sources in Appendix (2). The major details 
of the construction are: 
1. The output series is a price weighted Laspeyres index (base-year: 
1960) of agricultural· commodities. Almost all the commodities re­
ported in GOI publications have been included. 
2. The input series is computed as an input share weighted 
index of the Divisia type of rates of input growth.(Table 
reports the mean shares over the period.) 
3. Input growth rates were calculated on an annual basis for land, 
fertilizers, pumps and tractors (after 1960). For animal power 
and implements the growth rates were based on livestock census 
data for 5-year intervals. The labor input growth rate was 




Agro-Climate Regions of India and IADP Districts 
c-1 IADP Districts 
~19-
Notes to Figure 1: 
Subtropical Monsoon Geo-Climate Region 
Agro-C_limate Region 1 North Punjab Wheat Area (IADP Dist. Ludhiana) 
II II II 2 Punjab-Harya.na U.P.Dry Wheat Area (IADP Dist. Karnal) 
II II II 3 Western UP.Wheat Sugarcane Area 
Hot Subtropical Geo-Climate Region 
Agro-Climate Region 4 South Central U.P. Wheat-Bajra Area (IADP Dist. 
Aligarh) 
" " II 5 East Central U.P. Rice-Pulses Area 
II 6 South East U.P. Rice-Grain Area" " 
Hot Equatorial Geo-Climate Region 
Agro-Climate Region 7 A.P. Coastal Area (IADP Dist. West Godavari) 
II II II 8 Tamil Nadu Coastal (IADP Dist. Thanja'.VU~) 
Humid Equatorial Geo-Climate Region 
.Agro·-climate Region 9 Maharasthra-Mysore Coastal 
Semi-Arid Equatorial Geo-Climate Region 
Agro-Climate Region 10 East Central Mah. Black Soils Area (IADP Dist. 
Bhandara) 
II II II 11 West Central Mah. Black Soils Area 
II II II 12 Northern Mysore Black Soils Area 
II 13 Interior AP Red Soils Area" " 
II II 14 Southern Mysore-T.N. Red Soils Area (IADP Dist.•." 
Mandya) 
See Appendix 3 for district delineation of agro-clirnate regions. 
4. Input shares were computed for 1961, 1966 and 1971 and applied 
to the corresponding periods. 
5. Each input is priced at market prices (or the best estimates of 
market prices available) in computing these shares. Thus all 
labor is priced at hired labor wage rates. Different wage 
rates for males and female~ for each state were used and National 
Sample Survey data on the number of days worked per year were 
utilized to obtain the labor shares. The justification for 
using.market prices is, of course, that they are reasonable 
5approximations to marginal products. 
The r.egional classification has two purposes. The agro-climate 
regional definition is designed to identify small regions with reason­
ably homogeneous cropping patterns and soil and climate conditions. 
Table provides a comparison of rates of change in measured total 
factor productivity for •each of the 14 agro-climate zones and for the 
IADP districts included in the study. The agro-climate regions are 
based on the work of Easter [1972].We note that only one of the seven 
IADP districts in the study actually realized a higher rate of change in 
productivity 
/than the average for the region in which it was located. We also note 
that there is little relationship between the average shares of capital 
(tractors and implements) and fertilizer and average yield levels of 
food grains or total factor productivity gains. 
The second regional classification, the gee-climate classification 
is based on the work of Papadakis[l967]. It is a broader climate class­
ification designed to identify climate regions of sufficient similarity 






















1. North Punjab 
wheat area 9 2.03 1.65 .523 .39 .13 .041 
2. Punjab-Haryana-U.P. 
dry wheat area 9 6.07 1.80 • 356 .40 .09 .017 
3. Western U.P. 
wheat-sugarcane area 12 5.00 -- .313 .38 .18 .026 
4. South-Central U.P. 
wheat-Bajra area 13 2.23 -.5 -.343 .41 .17 .018 
5. East Central U.P. 
rice-pulses area 16 4.95 -- .292 .47 .18 .018 
6. S.E. U.P. 
rice-gr~in 5 -.6 -- .259 .35 .18 .007 
Central and Southern Regions 





8. Tamil Nada Coastal 7 .29 -.7 .512 ..43 .18 .016 
9. Maharashtra, Mysore 
Coastal 6 .20 -- .421 .45 .14 .013 
10. East Central Hah. 
Black soils area 
cotton-Jowar 10 · 1.28 o.o .314 ~44 .13 .017 
11. West Central Mah. 
Black soils area 
Jowar-pulses-Bajra 13 2.08 -- .291 .47 .13 .021 
12. Northern Mysore 
Black soils area 
Jowar-cotton 6 1.53 -- .214 .35 .10 .020 
13. Interior A.P. Jowar 
Red soils-oilseeds-rice 14 -.so -- .254 ,38 .13 .021 
14. Soullic.rn My:;-::n<.!-T,N. 
Jkd so.Us nrea 13 3.10 2.47 .357 .45 · • ll1 .045 
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that technology transfer can be expected to take place within the re­
gion. The gee-climate regions in India are located in other countries 
as well and some degree of international technology transfer is in­
volved in the determination of productivity in India. 
IV. The District Evidence 
Table 4 reports six sets of parameter estimates based on avail­
able data for the 140 districts. Two alternative dependent variables, 
the total factor productivity index and an index of foodgrain yields 
per hectare are utilized, The basic regressions are regressions (l) 
and (4). We note that the state and regional research variables are 
significant contributors to the statistical explanation of both produc­
tivity change and foodgrain yields. The state and regional research 
interaction variable is negative and significant thus confirming our 
expectations. The early period productivity index has a significantly 
negative coefficient as expected on the grounds that the higher the 
early period productivity gains, the lower is economic slack at the 
beginning of the period and therefore the lower the potential for TFP 
6gains in future periods. 
The !ADP effect in regression (l) and (4) is picked up by the 
!ADP dummy coefficient. It is positive in both cases. The statistical 
quality of the estimated effect is low in the case of regression-l, 
however. In regression 4, the estimated contribution to increased food­
grain yields is highly significant both from a statistical and economic 
point of view. This is pretty much what should have been expected of 
the program, By inducing producers to increase the use of fertilizer 
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and modern inputs a large effect in yield levels should have been 
forthcoming. As we have noted, however, the real test of the contri­
bution of the program is in terms of productivity change. Our estimate 
shows this contribution to have been positive. 
Some supporters of IADP would argue that the real effect of IADP 
is that it made research more effective. Regressions 2, 3, 5 and 6 
are designed to investigate whether the IADP had a strong interaction 
with the research program.· The state and regional research variables 








are the estimated coefficients from regression l. 
DISTRit then measures the estimated contribution of all research to 
TFP in district i at time t. By multiplying this by the IADP dummy 
for IADP districts we get 
DDISTRit = (DIADP) x DISTRit 
and for non-IADP districts 
NDISTRit = (1-DIADP) x DISTRit 
We then estimate the following equation: 
TFPit =.C + b8DDISTRit + b9NDISTRit 
+ b10TFP566li + b11DDRit + b12DREGi + € ••• ( 3) 
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The coefficients b8 
and b
9 
test whether research affected the IADP districts 
and non-IADP districts in a different way. They allow us to test if the 
slope coefficient on the research variable differs in the IADP districts. 
Regression 2 indicates that the marginal contribution of research 
toward increased productivity is not higher in IADP districts. Regres­
sion 5 has yield as the dependent vu>iable and it indicates that the 
marginal contribution of research toward increased yields is greater 
in the IADP districts. Regressions 3 and 6 add the IADP dummy variable 
allowing both the intercept and slope terms to differ for the IADP 
districts. We tind that the slope coefficient in regression 3 is 
greater for non-IADP districts 5 i.e. the marginal contribution of re­
search to non-IADP districts is greater than to IADP districts while 








Regression 3 Regression 6 
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Table 4, District Regression A.,alysis 
140 Districts: 14 Agro-Climate Regions: 1960-71 
Dependent Variable: Dependent Variable: 
Total Factor Productivity Foodgrain Yield Index 
(1960=100) (1960=100) 
Regression D (1) (2) . (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Independent Variable 
State Research (SR) .655 .97 
(3.5~) (5.71) 
Regional Research (RR) .373 1.15 
(4~72) (12.78) 
(SR) x (RR) -.0042 -.024 
(3.23) (6.00) 
DDISTRit • 987 .721 3.12 3.65 
(5.91) (2.95) (21.20) (16.59) 
NDISTRit .992 l.017 2.15 2.14 
(8.41) (3.55) (19.45) (19.45) 
Early Period TFP (TFP5661) -7.45 -7.39 -7.56 -9.2 -8.6 -7.6 
(4.54) (4.51) (4.61) (6.13) (5.73) (4.62) 
Dummy for IADP (DIADP) 2.00 7.06 14.2 -12.0 
(. 78) (1.49) (5.92) (3.79) 
R2 .44 .44 .44 •51 •50 .53 
Notes: "t" ratios in parentheses 
All regressions include dummy variables for 14 Agro­
climate Regions 
DDISTRit defined as DIADP multiplied by 
[.655 SR+ .373 RR -.00042 (SR)x(RR)] (from eq. l) 
NDISTRit defined as (l - DIADP) times 
[.655 SR+ .373 RR - .0042 (SR)x(RR)] (from eq. l) 
A dummy variable for drought years when output was more 
than 10 percent low trend is included as an independent 
variable.· Dummy variables for Agro-climate regions are 
also included in the regressions. 
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These relationships indicate that IADP programs complemented the 
research inducement to increased yields, but substituted for research in 
terms of the contribution to total factor productivity. That is it in­
creased the marginal contribution or "product" of research toward in­
creasing yields, but decreased the marginal contribution of research to . 
total factor productivity. This result is quite plausible since, many of 
7 
the IADP activities would pe expected to substitute for research. 
V. The Economic Implications 
This evaluation is based on data not available when earlier appraisals 
of the IADP program were made. The evaluation model employed in this paper 
differs in major respects from those utilized earlier as well. It is not 
surprising, then, that we reach somewhat different conclusions. In contrast 
to the previous evaluations,we find that the IADP programs had a large and 
significant effect on foodgrain yield performance. It induced the adoption 
of significant increases in modern inputs, especially fertilizer, from an 
alreadr high. level to a still higher level. When these increased inputs 
are 1trtetted out" in the total factor productivity computation, the contri­
bution of the !ADP program has been modest. That is, it did not produce 
the major increases in production expected of it. In contrast, in an 
earlier paper [Evenson, 1973] truly extraordinary gains were attributed 
to the Indian agricultural research system. 
That its contribution to real economic growth was modest relative 
to the contribution of the Indian agricultural research system is, again, 
not surprising. The evidence provides support for our hypothesis that 
the IADP programs were undertaken in those districts in which the expect­
ed contribution of these programs was lowest. That is, districts with 
relatively low economic slack were chosen. Had the program been instituted 
in more "backward" districts, we believe that a much larger impact 
8
would have been realized. 
Our evaluation has been based on a model in which technology dis­
covery by formal research programs is the key "engine11 of growth. Pro­
grams such as IADP can reduce economic slack and effect some technology 
transfer within regions. They can induce experimentation with modern 
inputs which is of value in terms of producing skills. They can remove 
input market distortions (and they can create distortion through input 
subsidies). They do not discover new technology, however, and their 
contribution depends heavily on whether technology discovery and diffusion 
is taking place. We share the perspective of prior evaluations that 
IADP has not been a primary source of real growth. 
Nonetheless, we certainly do not conclude that it has not had a 
major impact. It clearly induced modern input adoption. The fact it 
induced modern input adoption without inducing more total factor produc­
tivity growth suggests that implicit or explicit subsidies for fertilizer 
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and tractor purchases are not means of purchasi_ng real economic growth 
from a social point of view. We should note, however, that our total 
factor productivity calculations attributed perhaps too much production 
growth to these modern inputs since the prices used to compute the share 
weights w~re- market prices. If prices were actually lower to IADP 
farmers, a calculation based on these lower prices would have resulted 
in a higher growth in total factor productivity in the IADP districts 
since less output growth would have been attributed to the modern inputs. 
From a social point of view, however, the subsidies, to the extent that 
they were unde~aken,represent inefficiencies. In all likelihood they 
also had a regressive effect on income distribution, though we have not 
·addressed ourselves to distributional effects. · Some "learn-._. 
ing from experience" associated with the modern input use, would be of 
economic value, but we do not see evidence that Indian farmers are un­
able to learn about and adopt new inputs. 
In terms of economic payoff to the IADP program, we have from 
Regression l, Table 5, an estimated 2 percent·higher level of output 
for the 1960-71 period in the IADP districts. The v·alue of this output 
in the 15 IADP districts is approximately 75 million rupees per year 
(1968 prices). Presumably, it is increasing over time and will continue 
beyond 1971, but will not be permanent. The estimated costs of the IADP 
programs were from 30 to 40 million rupees per year in the early years 
rising to 50 million or so in later years. It appears from these data 
that the flow of social returns generated by the program ha'S been suf­
ficient to yield a reasonable rate of return. The actual rate will 
depend on the permanence of the benefits stream in the years after 1971 
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and the time lag between program spending and results. Our estimate is 
that with the benefits flow extending to 1975, the internal rate of re­
turn has been in the neighborhood of 15 percent. This estimate is 
based on the estimated productivity effect which is of low statistical 
9
quality. 
Thus the IADP program probably had a payoff of approximately 
the same order of magnitude as other development efforts with the 
glaring exception of investment in research. A detailed study of the 
contribution of the Indian agricultural research system to output is 
reported elsewhere [Evenson, 1973]. That study, which was based on state 
data, reached the conclusion that the major determinant of productivity 
change in Indian agriculture was the research activity within India . .I'm 
estimated internal rate of return of 45 to 50 percent for research in­
vestment was derived. The comparable estimate for the conventional ex­
tension program was 17 percent. 
Thus, it would appear that the IADP program yielded social returns 
of approximately the same order of magnitude as realized in the more 
conventional extension program. 
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FOOTNOTES 
*The authors wish·to acknowledge constructive comments and assis-
tance from Martin Abel, K.W. Easter, A.C. Harberger, K.R. Ranadive, 
Ram Saran, R.N. Kaushik, Dayanatha Jha and Michael Lopez. In addition 
the editors of the journal provided valuable cotmnents. The usual 
caveat regarding responsibility for error applies. Financial support 
for this work was provided by a National Science Foundation grant 
(GS-36863). 
½he ten~point program was: (l) Provision of adequate credit to 
cultivators; (2) Assured supplies of all jnputs--f~rtilizers, pesticides, 
improved seeds, implements at bullock-cart distance of each village; 
(3) Assured prices; (4) Improved market structure; (5) Intensive techni­
cal, water management and farm management assistance; (6) Direct and 
individual farm planning; (7) Village planning; (8) Public works program; 
(9) Analysis and evaluation of the program; (10) Extraordinary organiza­
tional and administrative changes necessary to c_arry out the program. 
2variations due to weather effects made calculations of growth rates 
impractical for shorter periods. 
3The form of the lag structure is derived from [Evenson, 1971]. 
The expected negative sign on this term partially reflects diminishing 
returns to research. With a high degree of collinearity between SR and RR 
it functions as a squared term for SR. 
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4
see _[Evenson, ·1973] for further discussion of technology borrowing 
within and across regions. 
· 5This is a debatable assumption but most econometric studies have 
reached this conclusion !Rao, 1965; Saini, 1969; Evenson, 1972]. 
6
An additional argument for inclusion of the early period produc-
tivity gains is that weather factors create a "regression" effect that 
is partially controlled for by-this variable. If beginning period 
weather factors are exceptionally favorable, this will lower the rate 
of productivity growth measured in following periods. It will also be 
reflected in higher pre-IADP productivity growth. 
7This result is similar to the implication of the negative in­
teraction term between state and regional research. 
8 · Not all "backward" districts have a high degree of economic slack, 
of course. The existence of slack depends on the discovery of region­
specific relevant technology and on relatively low investment in slack 
reducing activities. 
9This supposes a 2-year average lag between IADP expenditures and 
the realization of benefits. 
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Appendix (1) 





1960-61Bihar Shahabad •' 
1962-63Gujarat Surat and Bulsar 
1967-68Haryana Kamal* 
Jammu and Kashmir Jammu and Anantn,ag 1963-64 
Kerala Alleppeyand Palghfrt 1962-63 
Madhya Pradesh Rai ur+ 1961-62' . :P. ,, 
I'll: 1863-64Maharashtra Bhandara 
t,
Mysore Mandya 1962-63 
Orissa Sambalpur+ 1962-63 - - ' - ···--·-•+ 
Punjab Ludhiana 1961-62 
Rajasthan PaliJ. 1961-62 
"+Tamill\adu !h~tayu/- 1960-61 
U,P. Aligarh 1961-62 i. i 




"Included in current study. 
+Ford Foundation selected Districts as 'Innovative Districts.' 
·1Dropped from programme (1967-68) 
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APPENDIX 2. Notes on Calculations of Total Factor Productivity for 140 Districts 
1. The output index is calculated from 
a. Government of India, Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Estimates of Area and Production 
of Principal Crops in India (1970) (Detailed Tables) 1954-55 to 
1964-65. 
b. State Statistical Abstracts and Crop and Season Reports for later 
years. 
2.,, lhe input quantity indexes use~ ~n this calculation were: 
a. ~: An annual i.nde.-..: of net harvested acreage from the same sources 
as the output data. 
b. Fertilizer: Data from a World Bank Study • W. B. ro.nde and D. B. Brown, 
Effective D,~and for Fertilizer iri India. H.P. and K. treated as 
separate inputs. 
c.. _Pump Irrigntion: Data from livestock census, 1951: 1956, 1961. 
For 1966, 1967, 1968, from Economic and Social Indica~ors of 
India, USAID, 1972. 
Q. Tractors: Data on number of agricultural tractors interpolated between 
Census of Livestock, 1951, 1956, ·1961 and 1966. After 1966 
tor later years from estimate given by l·I:·1A Baig, Manager, 
Market Research, F.s carts Limited (correspondence to Rakesh 
ttohan, 10th July, 1972). 
~ linplements: Wooden plows, Iron plows, cane crushers, Ghanis and carts 
trom Indfon Lives tock Census, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966. Lin,;:ar 
interpolation between census and extrapolation after 1966. 
f. Bullock labor: Hale cattle used for work and male buffalo used for 
work, from Indian Livestock Census 1951, 1956, 1961., 1966. 
Linear interpolation betw~cn census and ~:trapolation of 1961-1966 
trend to 1971. An adjustment for days worked per year was made 
from Fn.rm Nnna!:!ement Survev D<tta. 
g, Human labor: Data on nu~ber of male cultivators and male agricultural 
laborers from Fnct Book on }l,nno·:~er, 1970. Institute of Applied 
Manpower Research, llew Delhi and Provisicr:?..l Po7'ulatio~ To t;:;ls _. 
Paper 1 of 197 supp., Census of In<lia--1971. Data on ic::,u.1.es, 
from the sa'!le sources. 1971 fc.":l.'.lle data wt'.!re not taken from 1971 
census counts because of inconsistent de ftnitions bct~-;een 19Gl-i'l. 
Female growth rates between 1%1 and 1971 were assur,1ed to be the 
same as the actual growth rates in the r.iale labor force. 
The nu1;1ber of days worked per year by male and female cultiva~ors 
and laborers, from F::ct Boo!~ on :'.-bn:,ouer (N. s. S, data) were 
used to correct nu:'.!bers of laborers int:o numbers of dc'.ys ,:orked 





3,· · lnput share data were conputcd using the following prices: 
a. !elli!: · Rental values of i+rigated and unirrigated land were computed 
from Punjab F~rn Accounts annually for 1956 to 1970. This series 
was adjusted by cor.:parison with cash rental data from several 
Fann Nanage~ent Studies (su.,'":'0'-3.riz~J in c. H. aao, Agricultur:1l 
Production Functio~,Asia, Pub. Aug. 1965, for early years) and 
taken from reports for several distri,cts in later years. Andhr;:i 
Pradesh (1961-62), Mysore (1960). Other data from 1959-60. Rural 
credit Survey data were also used. On the basis of these sources, 
a determination was maqe to use the Punjab-Haryana rental rates 
for•irrigated and unirrigated l;u\d for. .t~ Northern states. 
Punj ab-Haryana anac U. P. These were our best estimates 
of the comparative prices based on the farm management study 
data. Irrigated land (excluding tubewells) was on the farm ma..~­
agement study data. Irrigated land was treated as; a separate 
input; and the difference in the rental rates for irrigated or 
unirrigated land was assumed to reflect.the public sector as well 
as private sector investment in canal irrigation. 
b. Fertilizer: Prices for nitrogen, phosphate, and potash from Fertili.zer 
Statistics, Fertilizer Association of India. 
C. Pumpsets: Farm management data frora the Punjab used to cmpute de­
preciation maintenance plus operating costs per tubewell. Irri­
gated acreage in the land series did not include this irrigation. 
d. Tractors: Prices from Agricultural Prices in India and from Escorts 
Limited. 
e. Implements: Prices from Tara Shukla, Capital Formati.on in Indicn Arcri­
culture, Vora and Co., Bombay, 1965, up-dated through wholesale 
price index. 
f. Bullocks: Prices obtained from Punjab Farm Account data and from 
Fann l-fanagcmcnt Survey data. Depreciation maintenance and fodder 
included in the overall price, since much livestock feed is not 
captured in the output data. 
g. Labor: Wage rates from Agricultural Wage Rates in India, (1971 data 
provided by the Hinistry of Agriculture) were averaged over dis­
tricts, months, and tasks. Males and females were given separate 
wages, and cultivators were given the san1e average wage as the 
field laborers. 
The annual input index growth rates were weighted by 1960-61 factor share4.' 
from 1963 to 1961-62, by 1965 shares from 1962-63 to 1967-68 and by 1970 
shares for the rC'Jnaining years. These weighted aggregate input inde.sc changes 




Details of Regions~ 
Region Di!Stricts 
l. North. Punjab Wheat Area. ~aryana: A.~bala,
Punjab: Amritsar, Gurdaspur,
lloshiarpur, Jullundur,
Kapurthala, Ludhi~na, Patiala 
8. Districts 




g.: Agra, Mathura 
10 Districts 
3. Western U.P. Whe~t Sugarcane Area Bareilly, Bijnor, Moradabad,
Rampur, Shahj ahanpur , . Pilibhit,
Kheri, Dehradun, Hee.rut, Muzaffarnagar,
Saharanpur, Nainital
12 Disti·icts -
4. South-Central u·.l?. Wheat-Bajra Arca ,Aligarh, Etah, Ma:!npuri, Ete.wah,
~mpu1.·, Farrukhabad, Budaun,
Barabonki, Hardoi, Lucknow, Sitapur, 
Unnao, Bulandshahar
13 Districts 
5. East Central U.P. Rice-pulses area Allahabad, Fatehpur, Bahraich,
Gonda, Partapgarh, Sultanpur, 
Azamg·orh, Faizabad, Basti, Deoria,
Gorakhpur, Ballia, Ghazipur, Jaunpur,
Varanasi, Rai Barcilly
16 Districts 
6 •. S.E. U.P. Rice-grain Banda, Jalaun, Jhansi, }tirzapur,
Hamirpur
5 Districts 









Appendix 3 (continued) 
9.. Maharashtra-}1ysore Coastal Maharashtra: Kolaba, Ratnagiri, Thana 
Mysore: Coorg, N. Kanara, S. K&-iara 
(> Districts 
Akola, Amravati, Bhandaca, Buldana,10. East-Central !-!ah. Black S9:;f.;ls Area 
Jalgaon, Nagpur, ~anded, Parbhani, 
Ward!}a, Yeotmal
1-0 Districts 
11. West Central }!ah. Mah. Ahmadnagar, Kolhapur, Nasik, 
Osmanabad, Dhulia, Poona, Aurangabad,Jowar-Pulses-Bajra 
Bhir, Sangli, Satara, Sholapur 
Mysore: Bidar, Gulbarga 
Districts 
Belgaum, Bellary, Bij apur·, Chitradurga,l2. Northern Mysore Black Soil 
Raichur, Dharwar 
6 Districts 
Andhra: Adilabad, Anantapur, Chittoor,13. Interior A.P. Jowar Red Soils 
Cuddapah, Hyderabad, Karimnagar, 
Khammarn, Kurnool, Nahbubnagar, .falgonda, 
Medak, Nizamabad, Warangal 
Mah.. Chanda · 
14 Districts 
l4. Southern Nysore-Tamilnadu, }fysore: Bangalore, Chik..~agalur, 
Hassan, Kolar, }!andya, Mysore, Shimoga,Jled Soils 
Tumkur,
Tarailnad:1.: Coimbatore, }1adurai, 
Nilgiris, Salem, Tiruchirapalli. 
13 Districts 
-----=- IADP Districts. 
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